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Thomas Huxley  (1825 – 1895)

The truth value of certain

metaphysical and religious 

propositions is unknown or 

unknowable.

Examples: God, Soul, Fate

Karl Popper (1902 – 1994)

A scientific statement has a truth

value only if it can be falsified  



What is Life?

(A) An organismic state characterized                                                 

by capacity for metabolism, growth,                                 

reaction to stimuli and reproduction

(B) The sequence of physical and                                                  

mental experiences that make up 

the existence of an individual

(C) Unfortunately, defining life is surprisingly difficult, even 

when we consider only life on Earth 

(Life in the Universe, Bennett & Shostak, Pearson Ed. Ltd.)



An organismic state characterized by capacity for 

metabolism, growth, reaction to stimuli and reproduction

+ Follows the scientific method from observation to model

+ Falsifiable due to new species and microbial world (virus?)

‒ Descriptive not functional (e.g., Anatomy versus Physiology)

‒ Entries not disjunctive, e.g., ability to adapt (epigenetics)?

‒ Entries not apodictic, e.g., man after vasectomy, mule

The sequence of physical and mental experiences that make up the 

existence of an individual

Unfortunately, defining life is surprisingly difficult, even when we 

consider only life on Earth





An organismic state characterized by capacity for metabolism, growth, 

reaction to stimuli and reproduction

The sequence of physical and mental experiences that make 

up the existence of an individual

+ Follows the scientific method from self-observation to

model

+ Falsifiable e.g. through study of memory-loss patients

+ Functional (even hinting towards meaning of individual life) 

‒ Limited to vertebrates or even more narrowly humans 

Unfortunately, defining life is surprisingly difficult, even when we 

consider only life on Earth





An organismic state characterized by capacity for metabolism, growth, 

reaction to stimuli and reproduction

The sequence of physical and mental experiences that make up the 

existence of an individual

Unfortunately, defining life is surprisingly difficult, even when 

we consider only life on Earth

‒ Non-scientific, purely 

speculation-based

(“want to include what we 

don’t know, so leave wide 

open”)

‒ Biased by ulterior motives 

(Astrobiology funding)



Cell is Functional 

Unit of Plant Life

(1837)

Matthias von Schleiden

(1804 - 1881)



Cell is Functional 

Unit of Animal Life

Theodor Schwann

(1810 - 1882)



Life comes 

from Life

1857

Rudolf Virchow

(1821 - 1902)



Eukaryotic Cell (specific: animal cell)



Evolution 

by means of

Natural Selection

(1859) 

Charles Darwin

(1809 – 1882)





Nebular Theory

← Contraction leads to heating, 
flattening, faster spinning

← Condensation: Nucleation 
and growth of solid particles

← Accretion Coalescence into 
larger particles

← Star ignites, clears gases, accretion 
leftovers: asteroids (metal/
rock) and comets (ice rock)



Moon Formation



Tidal Waves and Tidal Slowing in Moon-Earth System



Earth’s Differentiation



Earth’s Magnetic Field



Shielding 

High-Energy Particles



Atmosphere

Volcanic Outgassing

Carbon-dioxide

Water

Nitrogen

Sulfur-compounds

No Oxygen



Plate Tectonics

and 

Carbon-dioxide 

storage





Plate Tectonics

and 

Carbon-dioxide 

storage



Carbon-dioxide Cycle Self-Regulating





Mars: a world like ours – a world to colonialize?



To sustain life, liquid water is needed

To have liquid water, an atmosphere is needed





Mauretania



Libya





Conditions on Earth

Conditions on Mars

Conditions on Venus

Conditions on Moon



Minimum pressure 

for blood not to boil:

p = 80 mmHg = 0.1 atm



Mars One – Artistic Sketch



Colour-Enhanced Sunset on Mars



Neanderthals did: 

Use tools

Draw cave-paintings

Bury their dead

Hunt as a team with weapons

Does “to be intelligent” 

mean “to be human”?



Does “to be intelligent” 

mean “to belong to 

genus homo”?



Does “to be intelligent” 

mean “to be a primate”?



Merriam-Webster: 

Intelligence

► The ability to learn or understand or 

to deal with new or trying situations, 

the skilled use of reason

► The ability to apply knowledge  to 

manipulate one’s environment  or 

to think abstractly as measured by objective criteria

Ability to learn, proven through the ability to apply 

new knowledge = not memorize but comprehend!



(1) Logical distinction: category of quantity ―
Life: not a composite (e.g., two halves)

Intelligence: a continuously measurable quantity



(2) Logical distinction: category of relation ―
Definition of life grounded in uniqueness of Earth’s 

environment and history, but definition of intelligence not 

grounded in life



Transcendental Idealism

Idealism holds that ultimate reality lies 

in the realm transcending objects and 

phenomena, i.e., that the essential 

nature of reality lies in consciousness 

and reason. It holds therefore that 

only mental states or entities are 

knowable.

Transcendental in Kantian philosophy

refers to that which lies beyond all

possible experience. 

Immanuel Kant

(1724 – 1804)



Kantian Brain



Object cognition starts

with an external object



Example of Sense: Vision
Evolution of the Eye



Sensation converts 

physical signals 

into nerve impulses



Light converted into nerve signals 

in rods and cones

Psychophysics 

Gustav Fechner (1801 - 1887)



Data Analysis

► Edges and corners

► Edge orientation

► Colours

► Motion
Inner intuition serves as timing 

pulse generator









Edge Recognition: Detection with Receptive Fields 



Edge Recognition:

Detection with 

Receptive Fields 



Edge Recognition: Analyzed in Visual Cortex



Colour Detection: 

Young-Helmholtz Model

Thomas Young 1802

Hermann von Helmholtz 1850



Colour Detection: Young-Helmholtz Model



Left: Sensitivity of the three types of cones (physical)

Right: Chromaticity Diagram (this chart must exist in your 

brain, i.e., as a non-verbal dictionary)





► Motion Detection: Changes in time series, 

initially between neighbouring Receptive Fields 







Data Synthesis



Do I recognize the face?

What is blue, what is yellow?

What do the edges enclose?

What moved?

Attention leads to

apprehending in Imagination





Logical Functions allow 

for judgements

Understood Concepts 

retained as Experience





Whose face is it?

Diderot, because of prior experience

What is blue, what is yellow?

What do the edges enclose?

Diderot’s jacket, his chair

What moved?

It is a painting 

(Diderot is long dead) 

so I moved



Past experiences and 

ideas for fast comparison











How does the brain deal with timing?

Sensation to Perception: 100 millisec. = 0.1 second

TV/movies: 25 frames/s  (or 0.04 seconds per frame) 







Experiences serve as 

proposition and condition 

for inferences and 

syllogisms



Ideas are the result 

of reasoning



Past experiences and 

ideas present as inner 

state of mind

Subconscious use of 

memory





The strong man is 

the one who is able 

to intercept at will 

the communication 

between the senses 

and the mind

Napoleon Bonaparte



Illusions and Errors



Empirical ► Transcendental Illusion: Spatial Disorientation
Trusting sense input despite rational evidence to the contrary

JF Kennedy, Jr. – 16 July 1999









Instruments (artificial horizon) –

Learned  (comprehended) experience



Inner Ear Corpuscles

(Semicircular Canals) –

A subconscious experience



Viking Mission: NASA 1975 – 1983
Life detection experiments

An expensive example of Confirmation Bias, 

haunting Mars exploration to this day!



Transcendental Illusion: Confirmation Bias
Looking only for information that confirms what we believe to be true

Varig Flight 254 – 3 Sept 1989



Boeing 737



Crash-site



Actual Route:

Initially Due West



Take-off into the setting sun



Flying into the sunset









IQ Tests and the Flynn Effect


